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・No medical domain dataset available for evaluation in Japanese.
・Built with reference to Okamoto et al.[2]

Many examination reports have multiple diseases.
→ It is difficult to determine the degree of similarity between documents 
    even if manually.
→ Simplify the problem as a first step for the tasks, select documents    
     so that diseases are independent between categories.

・Examination order documents:
   Order for examination by the physician who saw the patient.
・Primary radiology reports:
　Created by looking at examination images.
・Secondary radiology reports:
　Created by looking at examination images and a primary report.

・Radiology report creation is a heavy burden for doctors.[1]

 →Demands similar documents retrieval system. 
・Not many studies using distributed representations in Japanese 
  medical document retrieval.
 →Unclear what kind of pre-processing is better for Japanese medical 
     documents.

  Investigated on preprocessing of Japanese medical documents
  for distributed representation methods.

Effects of removing frequent phrases

Effect of word segmentation with MeCab
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Calculate a cosine similarity between each document of evaluation 
data and the remaining 79 documents.
・Confirm categories of top 9 similar documents for every document. 
・Same category or not.
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・Word segmentation using MeCab with dictionaries are more accurate when it 
  is finer. In addition, the word segmentation using SentencePiece is also more   
  accurate when the number of unique tokens is as small as 4000.
→The frequency of tokens appearing in the learning data is considered 
    important.

・In cleaning the evaluation data, it was possible to easily remove the factors 
  that unnecessarily increase the similarity between the documents in the 
  interpretation report by using a high-frequency phrase in the learning data.
→Cleaning demands little domain knowledge and manual operation.

Example of segmentation results with MeCab[3] In radiology reports
-Description of all parts displayed on the images. 
　(Negative findings that are not the main test part tend
    to describe body parts continuously)
-Negative descriptions also appear in the main test body.
-Greetings
→ Experimented simple cleaning

Statistical information of text after segmentation

Effect of word segmentation granularity

Train data：Documents of 181,875 exams
Evaluation data： Secondary radiology reports of 80 exams

（8 disease categories x 10 documents）

Evaluation data

8 disease categories：
 Alzheimer’s disease, lung cancer, myocardial infarction, 
 fatty liver, disc herniation, medial collateral ligament injury,    
 elbow fracture, Achilles tendon injury

Motivation

Japanese radiology reports

Statistical information of Documents

1.MANBYO Dictionary(http://sociocom.jp/ ∼data/2018-manbyo/index.html)
2.ComeJisyo(https://ja.osdn.net/projects/comedic/)
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Effect of removing phrases from evaluation data

NOTE: fastText and Doc2Vec accuracies are not comparable.

1. Check frequently used phrases from training data.
2. Select sentences that are likely to be noisy and 

negative phrases by manually. 
3. Remove selected phrases from evaluation data.

Effect of word segmentation 
with SentencePiece[4]


